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Abstract. In this paper we investigate in a more systematic manner some

of the topics initiated in part I of the paper with same title [5]. More

specifically, we study in greater detail the properties of the function E(y)

defined in [5] attached to convex polytopes, whose properties in the special

case of the space of doubly stochastic matrices are connected with the

permanent conjecture. Some close links with Perron-Frobenius theory are

developed, and we obtain as a by-product of our study what is, I believe, a

new expression for the maximum eigenvalue of a nonnegative matrix, which

leads to some new estimates of the same. A final section of the paper

investigates some purely algebraic properties of E{y), and we obtain some

very interesting information connecting a doubly stochastic matrix and its

transversals.

In order to keep this paper as self-contained as possible, facts used here

drawn from part I are stated with as much explicit detail as possible.

We write A > 0 for a matrix A of any size whatsoever whose entries are

nonnegative; A > 0 if the entries are positive. If A and B have the same

dimensions, by AB we denote U¡jA¡f«, 0° = 1. Their Hadamard product

(entry by entry multiplication) is denoted A * B. Otherwise, multiplication of

matrices, in distinction to the usage in part I, [5], of this paper, is ordinary

matricial multiplication.

Let a he a k X k diagonal matrix with positive diagonal entries a,,

a2, . . . , ak. We are going to specialize the results of [5, p. 75] to the case

where K there described is Va, Va being the convex poly tope of nonnegative

matrices whose z'th row sum and z'th column sum is a¡ for all /', sitting in the

affine space R* . As a determining set [5, p. 75] for Va, we take the coordinate

functions themselves.

Also as in [5, p. 83], we attach to Va the group (under Hadamard

multiplication) Ga of positive matrices g such that gx = 1, Vx G Va. It is easy

to see that g E Ga if and only if

gy = A,. • pj   with IIV' = II /O = 1, K ft > 0.
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Put d = 2a,. As in [5, p. 86], we associate to Va a function Ea(y), defined

for all nonnegative k X k matrices y by:

E«W = 1 Taa 2 W -d mm 2 **#

where the second minimum is constrained by II X¡* = 17 /i/* = 1. The follow-

ing properties of £„ are known from [5]:

(i) Ea is continuous, homogeneous of degree one, and Ea(x + y) > Ea(x)

+ Ea(y).

(ii)£a(*)-lif*G Va.

(iii) If « and v are diagonal matrices, with positive diagonals, Ea(uyv) =
ua/dva/%(y).

(iv) Ea(y) = maxxeVm[y*/x*]1".

(v) If y has the same support as some element of Va then y may be written

y = Ea(y)uxv, where x E Va and u and ü are nonnegative diagonal matrices

such that ua = va = 1.

(The support of a matrix is simply the set of positions with nonzero entry,

(v) above is Theorem 16 of [5, p. 85].)

For any A > 0, define X(A) to be the maximum real eigenvalue of A.

Theorem 1. Ea(A) = minX(a~xAD), where the minimum is taken over

diagonal matrices D > 0 with Da = 1.

From the definition

„ . .. 1 . z*M
aK ' d k^o TJjVV7

Suppose firstly A > 0. Let Au = X(A)u, u > 0, and put X¡ = a¡/u¡. Then

Ea(A) < X(A)/aa'd. Since Ea(AD) = Da/%(A) for a diagonal matrix D,

we have a"^^) = Ea(otA) < X(A), or Ea(A) < X(a~xA), from which we

obtain £„04) < min/)._,A(a-1y4Z)), if A > 0. Since £a and X are continuous

functions, the above inequality continues to hold for any A > 0.

Since A > 0, we may write /I = 8DXBD2, with 5 £ Fa, 8 = Ea(A), and Z>,

and D2 nonnegative diagonal matrices with D" = D2 = 1. Also X(a~xB) =

1, since a~xB has all row sums equal one. Hence

min X(a~xAD) < X(8a~xDxBD2Dx-xD2x) = X(8a~xB) = 8.

So the theorem is true if A > 0.

Now let A be arbitrary nonnegative, and put F (A) = minfl«=, X(a~xAD).

If A, B and A — B are nonnegative then it is known that X(A) > X(B); thus

also F(A) > F(B). Let Ar be a positive sequence approaching A monotoni-

cally from above. Then since Ea is continuous, lim Ea(Av) = Ea(A) =
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lim F(A„). But F(AV) > F(A), so Ea(A) > F(A). Since always Ea(A) <

F (A), the theorem is proved.

For our next result, we have first to define the convex set V, which shall

consist of all nonnegative k X k matrices whose z'th row sum is the same as

the z'th column sum for all z, and whose entry sum is one. If x G V, we denote

by y(x) the vector of column sums of x. V denotes the subset of V for which

no row sum is zero.

Theorem 2. Let A > 0. Then

X(A) = max
xBV

r   \Y(*) ax -iy(x)     A    1

From Theorem 1, we have X(A) > aa/dEa(A) = Ea(aA). First let A > 0,

and Au = X(A)u, u > 0; vA = X(A)v, v > 0. Put ß, = u¡v¡, and U he the

diagonal matrix with diagonal entries u,. Then Eß(ßA) = Eß(ßU~lAU) =

X(A), since U~XAU is X(A) times an element of Va. Thus for A > 0,
X(A) = max„ aa/dEa(A).

Note that for any scalar p, Ea(aA) = Epa(paA). So it is also true for A > 0

that   X(A) = maxa2;a_, aaEa(A).   We   also   know   that   Ea(A) =

maxxevJAx / xx]l/d. So we may conclude for A > 0:

X(A) =     max     max
a,>0,2a, = l x£V„

A-
= max

XElV
t(x)

yU) A ■

Since y(x)yMA x/xx is a continuous function of x on set V if A > 0, we have

X(A) « max
xe.v

,  nyW A x
y(x)    -^

Now let A be arbitrary nonnegative, and Av a positive sequence approach-

ing A monotonically from above. Put

F (A) = max
xev

y(x)y
U) A-

If A, B, and A - B are nonnegative, clearly F (A) > F(B). Since X is

continuous, we have

X(A) = «a w - ä *w > F(^)-
But also, since V is compact,

W-[yWtWKV^)]

for some x,, G F. We may suppose that the sequence x„ has a limit u, and

then it is easy to see, since A„ > 0, that lim Ax- = A". Hence
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X(A) = y(u)y " — < max
U xS V

f   sy(x) A x
y(*)    ^

= F(A)

and the theorem is proved.

The last result suggests a strong connection between spectral properties of

A and entropy. That such indeed is the case is known from some results in [1],

[3], where a special case of the above result for A a zero-one matrix is proved.

Theorem 2 also leads to a variety of inequalities for X(A), of which we give

one example.

Note that

Mx)

r-^--l
¡j

Y,W
x0

<Zx¡j—-k.
ij        xu

Hence X(A) < k ma\xevAx, and it is clear that A* takes its max at an

extreme point of V.

Now we describe the extreme points of V. Let P be the collection of

permutations on k numbers whose cycle decomposition consists of a single

cycle of length r > 1 for some r, and k — r one cycles. To each it E P

associate the k X k matrix it' which consists of 1/r times the permutation

matrix for it with the diagonal entries all suppressed. It is easy to see that the

collection 2' of matrices so obtained are extreme points of V. Adjoin to 2',

to obtain 2, all diagonal matrices having a single one on the diagonal,

otherwise zero. Then I claim 2 is the set of extreme points of V. For let x be

any element of V. In attempting to write x as a convex combination of points

of 2, I may suppose all diagonal entries of x are already zero. Pick an off

diagonal nonzero element, x, ,. Then there must be a nonzero off diagonal

element in /2th row, say x¡.. then nonzero off diagonal element in /3th row,

say x, .. Continue in this way till one returns at rth stage to a row already

visited, which we may suppose, without loss of generality, to be the/,th. Now

we have an r (r > 1) cycle (Ji>Jz> • • • >/r)> associated permutation matrix it,

associated extreme point tt', and taking away from x a suitable multiple of m',

we can increase the number of zeros in x and conclude the proof by

induction.

Finally, since y(xfiJ¿)/xx is always one for the extreme points of V, we

have

Corollary 3.

max A"< X(A) < ¿max A".
oes oes

(The elements of 2 may loosely be described as the "weighted loops on k

letters".)

Now we make use of the following theorem attributed to Minkowski.
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Theorem 4. Let A be a kx k matrix whose off diagonal elements are

nonpositive. The following are equivalent:

(i) 3 vector A > 0 such that Ah > 0.

(ii) All eigenvalues of A have positive real part.

(iii) A ~ ' exists and A ~' > 0.

The set of matrices satisfying the hypothesis and any one of the conclu-

sions of the last theorem will be denoted by 9H. If A > 0, and D is a

diagonal matrix such that D — A G 9H, we shall simply write D > A.

Since we cannot find a convenient proof of the theorem in the literature,

we now sketch a simple demonstration.

We begin by assuming (i) holds. Write A in the form A = pi - C, C > 0,

p > 0. From an observation of Wielandt, we know that for any A > 0,

(CA)z
X(C) <max —t— .

i        h¡

Hence X(C) < p. But then it is clear that (ii) holds.

If (ii) holds, then clearly X(C) < p, and it is known [2], that

A-x = (pi-cyx

exists and is nonnegative, so that (iii) is true.

While if (iii) holds, A ~ ' must have a positive entry in every row. So put

A = A ~ lk for any k > 0, to obtain (i).

Lemma 5. Let

A =
l2l

ll2

'22

be nonnegative k X k matrix, where Axx and A22 are r X r and s X s respec-

tively, r + s = k. Let

D = Dx     0
0     D,

be a similarly grouped diagonal matrix. Then the necessary and sufficient

conditions that D > A are:

(i)Dx>Axx,
(ii) D2> A22 + A2X(DX- AxxyxAX2.

As for the necessity, suppose D > A. Then 3 positive column vector [*■],

hx,r long, A2 s long, such that

Dx-Axx
-A

12

-A
21 Z), -A 22

(Dx-Axx)hx-AX2h2

-A2xhx + (D2 - A22)h2
>0,
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implying (Dx - Axx)hx > Ax2h2 > 0, implying Dx > Axx. Analogously D2 >

A22. Now (Z>, - Axx)hx > AX2h2, which implies A, > (2>, - Axx)~xAX2h2. Also

(D2 - A22)h2 > A2Xhx, so (D2 - A22)h2 > A2X(DX - AxxyxAX2h2, which im-

plies D2 > A22 + A2X(DX - AxxylAx2.

For the sufficiency, suppose (i) and (ii) are satisfied. There exists A2 > 0 so

that

D2h2 > A^ + A2X(DX - AxxyxAx2h2.

Pick 5 > 0 so that (Dx - Axx)8 > 0, D2h2 > A22h2 + A2X(DX - Axx)~lAx2h2

+ A2X8, and put A, = (Dx — Axx)~xAx2h2 + 8. Now it is immediate that

-A
12 A,

A2

Dx-Axx

— A2X       D2 — An

Corollary 6. The following are equivalent:

(i)Dx>Axx andD2 > A^ + A2X(DX - AxxylAx2.

(ii) D2 > A22 and Dx > Axx + ^1,2(Z>2 - A22)~lA2X.

Either (i) or (ii) is equivalent to

>0.

0

0

D,
>

A2X

/\X2

A22

the second after similar renumbering of the rows and columns of A.

Corollary 7. Let a, b be nonnegative column vectors, p a positive scalar,

and M E 911. Then b'M~xa < p if and only if M - ab'/p E 91t.

This corollary follows readily from the last on letting s = 1, A^ — 0,

Ax2 = a, andA2X = b'.

Theorem 8. The set L(A) = {D, D diagonal\D > A) is convex.

For the proof we first introduce a little notation: If p is a scalar, by Ap we

denote the matrix whose ijth entry is Afj.

Now let Dx > A,D2> B.l claim that DfD^ > Ap * BÎ for any/?, q > 0,
p + q = 1. For let A and k he positive vectors such that (Dx — A)h > 0 and

(D2 - B)k > 0. Then:

P 4

2^W/<(SMzA) (?m) <(Dlh)p(D2h)1;

and the claim is established.

Since D\D% < pDx + qD2, the theorem follows immediately from the

special case A = B.

Corollary 9. Let a and b be nonnegative. Then log(b'(D — A)~xa) is a

convex function of D in L(A).
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Consider the matrix B = \Ab. %]. If Dx > A and D2> A, then

0

0

X,
> B   and

D2

0

0

X,
> B

if and only if X, > b'(Dx - A)~xa, and X2 > b'(D2 - A)~xa. From the proof

of the last theorem, it now follows that XfX2? > Z>'(Z)fZ)f - A)~xa.

Let x be one of the diagonal entries of D. Then with an obvious notation

3(0 - A)~x/dx - -(D - A)~xdD(D - A)~x/dx,

so that the entries of (D — A)~x are monotone nonincreasing functions of the

entries of D. Hence b'(D\D2i- A)~xa > b'(pDx + qD2 - A)~xa, and the

corollary follows readily.

Theorem 10.

1Ea(A)=     min      Da/d=
DeL(a~U)

min    Da/d.
a'd D(EL(A)

Let I be the k X k identity matrix. By Perron-Frobenius theory X(A) =

minp>0p subject to the contraint pi > A. Hence X(a~xAD) = min{p|p/ >

a~xAD). Now using Theorem 1, we obtain

Ea(A) = min {X(a-xAD)\D"/d = 1} =minfp|D«/rf- l,pI>a-lAD)

= min{Da/d\D > a~XA) =     min      Z)a/<i.
ß J       D<=L(a-U)

Since £'a(a^) = aa/</£'a(y4), the second equality is clear.

Corollary 11.

Ea(A) =
1

mm n 2/M
a«/rf  A>0   (.

For if Z> > A, there exists A > 0 so that Dh > Ah; i.e., D(. > "¡.jAghj/hf,

and the result is obvious.

(An alternative proof to the above may also be obtained by taking the

constrained bilinear form whose minimum is Ea(A), and minimizing it with

respect to one of the vector variables, holding the other one fixed.)

For the remainder of the paper, we will concentrate on the function E¡(A),

which we will denote henceforth by E(A), independently of the dimension k

of A, and I will denote the generic identity matrix.

Let A be of dimension k and write

A =
Axx    A12

'21 "22
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where Axx is r X r, and A22 is s X s, r + s = k.

Lemma 12. Ek(A) = minD>AuDlEs(A22 + A2X(D - AXX)~XAX2).

For according to Lemma 5,

r n      ni
> A

D     0
0     D'

if and only if D > Axx and D' > A22 + A2X(D - AXX)~XAX2. The result is

now obvious.

Let A be of dimension k and write

A =

where B is of dimension k — 1. Then

Corollary 13.

B    a
b'    c

Ek(A) = min Dl (c + b'(D - BYxa) = min(c + p)Ek~x (b + - ab').
v   y      Z>>5        v '      p>0V V P       /

Both results are simply special cases of Lemma 12.

The second equality above gives a convenient inductive defintion of E(A).

Thus if

B =
b\    b2

b3    b4

is 2 X 2, we find easily that E(B)= \/bxb4  + \/b2b3 . If

A =
abc

d e f
g    h     i

is 3 X 3, we thus obtain

+V(4+H(¿+H)-
which is, unfortunately, not a very manageable minimization problem.

The last results suggest an inductive proof of the permanent conjecture

along the following lines. Let mk be the minimum value of the permanent for

kx k doubly stochastic matrices. We have proved in [5, Theorem 24, p. 90],

that for every A > 0, Perm A > mkEk(A). Write
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A = B
b'

a

c

with B of dimension k — 1. Then from our last result

Ek (A) <(c + p)Ek~x (B + ab'/p),   for any p > 0.

If A is doubly stochastic Ek(A) = 1, so (c + p)Perm(R + ab'/p) > mk_x.

The interesting fact to observe is that among the terms occurring in the

expansion of (c + p)Perm(5 + ab'/p), one finds the expansion for Perm(A),

but we have not been able to treat the remaining terms in a systematic

enough fashion to get an inductive proof.

(It is probably worth noting that B + ab'/(I — c) is doubly stochastic

(k - 1) X (k - 1) matrix.)

Here, however, is a proof for k = 3, assuming the case k = 2 settled. Let

A =

b
e

h

be a 3 X 3 doubly stochastic matrix for which the permanent assumes its

minimum. W.l.o.g., we will further assume that i is the largest element in its

row; so, in particular, i>\. The assumptions A has minimum permanent

and i =£ 0 guarantee that ae + bd = Perm(A), [5, Theorem 9, p. 81]. Next,

-(; >Ml %)
is doubly stochastic, so Perm H > \. One finds readily, however, that

1
Perm H = (ae + bd) + y^-r (aß + ecg + bfg + dch) +

-if

cfgh

cfgh

= Perm.4 + ——. fPerm^ - i(ab + de)} +-^—-i - «{ y (1 - 0

2
= 2 Perm A H- cfgh.

Since c + f = I - i, cf < (I - if/4, analogously for gh. Hence Perm H <

2Perm,4 + |(1 - z')2- Since i>\, Perm H < 2Perm,4 + tj; since Perm H

> \, YermA > f.
There are some simple relationships between the order relations we have

introduced above, and the order coming from positive semidefiniteness. Let A

and B he symmetric square matrices of the same dimension. We write A f> B

if A - B is positive definite, A Z> B if A — B is positive semidefinite.

Lemma 14. Let A and B be nonnegative symmetric matrices, such that A f>
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B. Then L(A) c L(B). Moreover, E(A) > E(B).

The requirement D > A is equivalent to D £> A. But if D ¡> A, then

D-B = D-A+A-B[> 0, so D>B.

A     B
B'    C

= A -RC-'R'OO.

Theorem 15. Let X be symmetric, X > 0, and X > 0. Write

X =

with A r X r, and CsXs, r + s = k. Then

Er(A)Es(C) > rrssEk(X)/kk.

We know that V'Er(A + B(V - C)~lB') > Ek(X), for any V > C. Pick

a real number p > 1, and select V > pC. Hence V r> pC, so V — C ¡>

(p — 1)C. We will now suppose X is positive definite, so that C is also

positive definite. The general case can be established by passage to the limit.

Since V - C>(p- l)C, it follows that (V - C)_1 < C~x/(p - 1), and

hence B(V- C)~lB'< BC~xB'/(p - 1). Also

[L-Bc-nlt *]\   I ,
L \B'     C\[ -C_1     B'

Thus A + B(V- CyxB' <\pA/(p - 1). Hence

prV'Er(A)/(p - l)r> Ek(X).

Since V > pC, we may by Theorem 10 select V (in limit if necessary) so that

V = Es(pC). Thus

E'(A)E'(C)>(p-l)rEk(X)/pk.

The most favorable choice of p is p « /fc/s, which gives stated theorem.

Note that equality holds if X is the matrix with all entries one.

Our next and last result may simply be a curiosity, but we believe it

indicates a direction worth further study. To explain it, we must recall some

further facts from [5, p. 82]. Let x be a k X k nonnegative matrix, and P(x)

its permanent. We have shown that the map A: A(x) = (1/P(x))\Zvx,'it, it

ranging over permutation matrices, is a bijection of the space of doubly

stochastic matrices, with inverse map denoted /. If we agree to call the

numbers x" the transversals of x, then the above implies that a doubly

stochastic matrix is a single valued algebraic function of its transversals, since

A is a rational map. What we are going to show is that in fact a doubly

stochastic matrix is a rational function of its transversals, except possibly on a

not identically vanishing polynomial locus.

Let again x be an arbitrary positive matrix. We have also shown in [5, p.

85] that x may be written uniquely xtJ = 8X¡A¡jUj, where 8 « E(x), A is

doubly stochastic, and 11,-A,. = II,«,- « 1. Moreover dE(x)/dx0 « \/kX¡Uj.
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Lemma 16. Let x > 0. Then E(x) satisfies an irreducible polynomial equation

whose coefficients are polynomials in the transversals of x.

For the proof, let A > 0 be doubly stochastic. Clearly, P(l(A)) is algebraic

over the field generated by the entries of A. Hence, there exist polynomials

QV(A) in the entries of A such that 2rv=0Qv(A)pv(l(A)) = °- Replace A by

h(A) to obtain ~2rv^0Qc(h(A))Pv(A) = 0. If now x is an arbitrary positive

matrix, write xy = 8XiAuuJ, with 8 = E(x). Since h(A) = h(x), we get

¿ P°(x)
2a.(*w)-F=7¿ "°-

v-0 h     (x)

Since Qv(h(x)) is a rational function of the transversals of x, the result

follows.

Theorem 17. Doubly stochastic A > 0 is a rational function of its transver-

sals, except possibly on a not identically vanishing polynomial locus.

Let x be arbitrary positive, and suppose that ~2rv^0Qv(x)yc is the irreduc-

ible polynomial satisfied byj> = E(x), with coefficients polynomials in the

transversals of x. On differentiating, we obtain

x  dE(x) =      2ox0E°(x)dQo(x)/te0        20H!(x)E°(x)

X'J   dxU 2vvQv(x)E°-x (x)       = 2vvQv(x)E°~x (x) '

The denominator above is not identically zero because we started with an

irreducible equation, and it is easy to see that it does not vanish identically on

the space of doubly stochastic matrices. For consideration of homogeneity

shows that the Qv(x) are all homogeneous polynomials, and if the denomina-

tor vanished for all doubly stochastic matrices, it would vanish identically. It

is also obvious that H^(x) = - xjJdQ0(x)/dxu is a polynomial in the trans-

versals of x. Hence, letting x = A a doubly stochastic matrix, we obtain,

since E(A) = 1,

9     ^Q0(A) '

We have not been able to find the irreducible polynomial equation for

E(x), even for 3 X 3 matrices, but is clear that it contains a great deal of

combinatorial information.
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